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Abstract— It is shown how some classes of symmetric bidirectional heterogeneous vehicle strings can be modelled using
Hamiltonian functions. Hamiltonian systems theory is applied
to show stability and string stability of the vehicle string.

I. Introduction
In the field of coordinated systems, formation control is
one of many control objectives. A group of N vehicles (e. g.
platoon or string) is required to follow a given reference
trajectory while the vehicles keep a prescribed distance to
neighbouring vehicles. In its simplest form the vehicles in
the platoon are only considered to move in one direction.
Even though it is possible to create a decentralised controller for the entire string, see e. g. [1], it is usually desirable
to find distributed control solutions where each vehicle is
equipped with a local controller using local measurements.
In case information is only propagating through the string
in one direction the string is called unidirectional, e. g. [2],
[3], and bidirectional otherwise, e. g. [4], [5]. A string is
called homogeneous if the dynamics of each vehicle and its
controller are independent of its position within the string,
e. g. [4], and heterogeneous otherwise, e. g. [6].
In most cases it is straight forward to design local controller to achieve a stable string in the usual sense. Thus small
initial deviations or disturbances cause small perturbations.
However, it is well known that error signals can amplify
when travelling through the string resulting in growth of the
local error norm with the position in the string. This effect
is referred to as string instability’, e.g. in [4], [7], or ‘slinky
effect’, e.g. in [8].
It was shown in [4], [9] that similar to unidirectional
strings, linear, symmetric bidirectional strings with two integrators in the open loop and constant spacing are always
string unstable. [7] examines a bidirectional string with constant spacing and shows that string stability can be achieved
with sufficiently large coupling with the leader position. The
authors of [5] approximate a linear, bidirectional string of N
vehicles as a PDE. It is shown that the least stable eigenvalue
of the PDE approaches the origin with O(1/N 2 ) if the string is
symmetric and O(1/N) if the string is asymmetric. However,
the knowledge of the reference velocity is needed.
A different approach was considered in [10]. Modelling
a symmetric bidirectional string as a mass-spring-damper
system, it is shown that string stability with constant spacing
can be guaranteed if the damping coefficients or the inverse
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compliances of the dampers or springs between the vehicles,
respectively, grow with the string length N. When using a
velocity depending distance between the vehicles, string stability can be guaranteed when the time headway is larger than
a infimal time headway (independently of the string length
N). In [8] the authors consider a bidirectional heterogeneous
string of vehicles using a detailed nonlinear vehicle including
aerodynamic drag and friction forces. Using the relative
velocity error and position error towards the predecessor
and follower string stability can be guaranteed using a time
headway policy. Sufficient conditions for string instability
of bidirectional, heterogeneous strings were derived in [11].
These results are used to derive an infimal average time
headway that may avoid string instability.
A range of different methods has been used in the literature
so far to analyse vehicle platoons. The Laplace transform
with respect to time is used for instance in [4], [10], [11]
to analyse the system dynamics in the frequency domain.
Lyapunov Theory has been applied in [8] and graph theory
was used in [6] to analyse a string of vehicles with a
general interconnection or communication structure. In [5]
a bidirectional string was approximated as a PDE.
In this paper we will propose to use port Hamiltonian
systems (PHS), to study a bidirectional string modelled as
a mass-spring-damper system. One clear advantage of this
method is that the model is based on physically meaningful
states and therefore yields a direct physical interpretation of
the energy of the system. As the Hamiltonian function can be
seen as the energy storage function conditions for standard
stability and L2 string stability of the system can be derived
directly from the Hamiltonian function without lengthy or
cumbersome analysis as for instance in [5], [10]. Another
major advantage of using port-Hamiltonian systems is that
studying heterogeneous strings does not complicate the analysis (compared to the analysis using a PDE approximation
in [5] or transfer functions as in [4], [10]). Also, it is easy
and straight forward to extend the stability analysis proposed
in this work to nonlinear strings. add more stuff on PHS
Local control using virtual springs and dampers between
the vehicles will be considered in combination with a drag
force towards the ground. Integral action will be introduced
to enhance the performance of the system. add more stuff on
IA
As it was noted above it has been shown that string stability cannot be achieved for linear symmetric bidirectional
strings with two integrators in each vehicle, see [4], [9], we
will relax the definition for string stability: Instead
qR of requir∞
ing the L2 norm of all states (e. g. kx(·)k2 =
|x(t)|2 dt)
0

to be bounded pfor all N, we will focus on the point wise
norm |x(t)| = xT (t)x(t) and require |x(t)| < ∞ for string
stability. This is a reasonable choice as it guarantees that the
local separation errors between the vehicles are bounded at
all times. Thus, it can be guaranteed that the cars do not
crash into each other.
After discussing the notation and problem description
in Section II, local control between the vehicles will be
introduced in Section III. As local control does not guarantee
string stability, integral action control will be introduced in
Section III. A short discussion of nonlinear strings in Section V is followed by an illustrative example in Section VI
and concluding remarks.
II. Problem Formulation
A. Notation
We consider a system of N vehicles with mass mi . The
motion equations of the system can be described using the
momentum and position of each vehicle, i.e. pi and qi with
i = 1,2, · · · ,N, as follows
ṗi =Fi + di

(1)

q̇i =m−1
i pi

(2)

where Fi is the control force on the vehicle and di is the
disturbance. The control force Fi will be chosen such that
only data of a group of nearest neighbours of the ith vehicle
(both preceding and following vehicles) are needed. When
denoting all local states of the ith vehicle (i. e. its momentum,
its position and possible controller states) by xi the dynamics
of the ith vehicle within the string are given by



fi (x0 , . . . , xi−1 , xi , xi+1 , . . . , xi+kr ,di )
if i ≤ kf




ẋi = 
fi (xi−k f , . . . , xi−1 , xi , xi+1 , . . . , xi+kr ,di ) if kf < i < N −kr




 fi (xi−k f , . . . , xi−1 , xi , xi+1 , . . . , xN ,di )
if i ≥ N − kr
(3)
for i = 1, . . . ,N with initial conditions xi0 = xi (t = 0) where
kf ∈ N is the forward communication range, kr ∈ {N,0} is
the rear communication range and x0 is a reference signal.
We assume N > kf + kr and that fi (0, . . . ,0) = 0 for all i.
We denote the state and the disturbance vector by the
column vectors x(t) = col(x1 (t), . . . ,xN (t)) and d(t) =
col(d1 (t), . . . ,dN (t)), i. e.


 


 d1 (t) 
 x10 
 x1 (t) 


 


x(t) =  ...  , x0 =  ...  and d(t) =  ...  . (4)


 


dN (t)
x N0
xN (t)

The column vector of ones is denoted by 1 and ~ei is the
ith canonical vector of length N. Similarly we denote the
diagonal matrix A ∈ RN×N with diagonal entries a1 , . . . aN as
A = diag(a1 , . . . aN ).
B. Control Objectives

The local control objective for each vehicle is to bring
its local error to zero using local (distributed) control and
only locally available data. In a unidirectional string the local
error is the position error towards one or more preceding

vehicles. Here we consider a bidirectional string where the
local controller is driven by both the position error towards a
group of preceding and following vehicles. The controller of
the first vehicle in the string aims to follow a given trajectory
q0 and also minimise the local position error towards a group
of following vehicles. In the simplest setting the reference
signal is considered to be a ramp with constant velocity v0 ,
i.e. q0 = v0 t.
Note that the vehicles within the string (apart from a
limited group at the beginning of the string) do not have
access to the reference signal and therefore have to adjust
their position and momentum indirectly by forcing their local
position error to zero.
The overall control objective is to achieve “string stability”
or “scalability”. This is that the norm of the local states of the
complete string do not grow without bound as N increases
for nonzero disturbances or initial conditions. We will make
use of the following definition for string stability:
Definition 1 (String Stability): The system (3) with equilibrium x∗ is string stable if there exists a k < ∞ such that
for all N and all i = 1, . . . ,N |x∗i | ≤ k and for all ǫ > 0 there
exists a δ(ǫ) > 0 such that
kd(·)k2 < δ(ǫ) and |x0 − x∗ | < δ(ǫ)

(5)

implies
|x(t) − x∗ |2 < ǫ for all t ≥ 0 and N ≥ 1.
(6)
Note that the definition for string stability above requires
two important properties of the system. First, the equilibrium
states do not grow without bound as N increases. Furthermore, string stability guarantees that the states of the system
remain bounded.
Note that instead of using the point wise (local) norm
of x(t) − x∗ different definitions of string stability use the L2
vector function norm kx(·) − x∗ k. However, it has been shown
in [4] that every symmetric homogeneous bidirectional string
with tight spacing and two poles in the open loop of each
vehicle in the string is string unstable. Therefore, we will
focus on the less restrictive definition stated above.
C. The Uncontrolled System
Since the control objectives are described in terms of the
vehicle momenta, which is proportional to the velocities, and
the distances between the vehicles, we will write the model
using these variables as the states:
p i = mi v i

(7)

and the local position error between the ith vehicle and its
direct predecessor
∆i = qi−1 − qi
(8)
for i = 1, · · · ,N. The position q0 is the product of the constant
velocity reference v0 and time. The state equation for the
momenta is (1), and the dynamic equations for the local
position error according to (2)
−1
∆˙ i = q̇i−1 − q̇i = m−1
i−1 pi−1 − mi pi

(9)

The dynamics of the string system described in momenta of
the vehicles and separation distance between the vehicles can
be described in Port-Hamiltonian form as
#
" # "
#
" # "
ṗ
0 ST
F
d
,
(10)
=
∇H(p,∆)
+
+
∆˙
−S 0
0
~e1 v0
where ∆,p ∈ RN are the displacement and momentum vector,
i. e. ∆ = col(∆1 , . . . ,∆N ), p = col(p1 , . . . ,pN ), and the control
force vector is F = col(F1 , . . . ,F N ).
The function H is the Hamiltonian function, and is given
by
1
H(p,∆) = pT M −1 p,
(11)
2
The matrix M ∈ RN×N is the constant and positive definite
inertia matrix M = diag(m1 , . . . ,mN ). The matrix S has the
bidiagonal form
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 1
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(12)
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III. Local Control

Local (distributed) control between the vehicles will be
introduced in this section. The control forces consist of the
“spring force” Fis , that depends linearly on the position errors
∆i , the “damper force” Fir , that depends linearly on the
velocity errors between two neighbouring vehicles, and the
“drag force” Fid describing the friction of vehicle i towards
the ground:
−1
−1
−1
−1
=c−1
i ∆i − ci+1 ∆i+1 − bi mi pi + ri (mi−1 pi−1 − mi pi )

F N =F Ns + F Nr − F Nd
−1
=c−1
N ∆N + rN (mN−1 pN−1

∀

i = 1, · · · ,N − 1,

−1
− m−1
N p N ) − b N mN p N

(13)

such that we can write
F = − (B + R)M −1 p + ~e1 r1 v0 + S TC −1 ∆

(14)

whith

r1 + r2

 −r2

R =  0

 ..
 .

0

−r2

0

r2 + r3

−r3
..
.

−r3
..
.
···

..

.
0

ṗ =S TC −1 ∆ − RM −1 p + ~e1 r1 v0 − BM −1 p + B1v0 − B1v0 + d
= − (R + B)M −1 (p − M1v0 ) + S TC −1 (∆ − CS −T B1v0 ) + d,
(16)
∆˙ = − S M −1 p + ~e1 v0
= − S M −1 (p − M1v0 ).
Thus the closed loop has the port Hamiltonian form
" # "
#
" #
ṗ
−(B + R) S T
d
=
∇H
(p,∆)
+
,
cl
−S
0
0
∆˙

···
..
.
..
.
rN−1 + rN
−rN

0
..
.







0  ,


−rN 
rN

B = diag(b1 , . . . ,bN ) and C = diag(c1 , . . . ,cN ).
We will show that the system is asymptotically stable with
respect to the equilibrium (p∗ ,∆∗ ). However, the values of
the displacements in steady state are undesirable and grow
with the string length N in presence of a nonzero reference
velocity v0 .

(18)

= −∇Tp Hcl (B + R)∇ p Hcl
(20)

since (B + R) = (B + R)T > 0. Since the biggest invariant
set included in S = {(p,∆)|Ḣcl (p,∆) = 0} is (p∗ ,∆∗ ) =
(M1v0 ,CS −T B1v0 ). Thus, by LaSalle’s Invariance Principle
(found in most textbook, see e. g. [12, Theorem 4.4]) it can
be shown that the system is asymptotically stable and the
equilibrium reached is (p∗ ,∆∗ ).
(ii): Using Hcl (p,∆) as Lyapunov function, and computing
the time derivative of Hcl (p,∆) along the solution of (18)
considering a nonzero disturbance yields
"
#
" #!
−(B + R) S T
d
∇Hcl +
Ḣcl (p,∆) = ∇T Hcl
−S
0
0
= −∇Tp Hcl (B + R)∇ p Hcl + ∇Tp Hcl d.

(15)

(17)

with the closed-loop Hamiltonian function
1
Hcl (p,∆) = (p − M1v0 )T M −1 (p − M1v0 )
2
T


1
+ ∆ − CS −T B1v0 C −1 ∆ − CS −T B1v0 . (19)
2
Using Hcl (p,∆) as Lyapunov function, and computing the
time derivative of Hcl (p,∆) along the solution of (18) setting
d = 0 yields
"
#
−(B + R) S T
∇Hcl
Ḣcl (p,∆) = ∇T Hcl
−S
0
≤0

r
s
− Fid + Fir − Fi+1
Fi =Fis − Fi+1
−1
−ri+1 (m−1
i pi − mi+1 pi+1 ),

Lemma 1: Consider the string system (10) in closed loop
with the control law (14). Then,
(i) the equilibrium (p∗ ,∆∗ ) = (M1v0 ,CS −T B1v0 ) is global
asymptotically stable in the absence of disturbances,
i.e. d = 0; and
(ii) the system is passive with input d, output y =
∇ p Hcl (p,r) and storage function Hcl .
Proof: (i): From (14) and (10) the dynamic equations
for the closed loop have the form

(21)

With y = ∇Hcl this yields
Ḣcl (p,∆) = − yT (B + R)y + yT d
≤ − λmin (B + R)|y|2 + yT d
λmin (B + R) 2
1
=−
|y| +
|d|2
2
2λmin (B + R)
2
λmin (B + R)
1
d
−
y−
2
λmin (B + R)
1
2
≤
|d|
(22)
2λmin (B + R)

which implies

the minimal singular value of B + R yields
t
1
|d(t)|2 dt
2λmin (B + R) 0
1
kd(·)k2 . (23)
≤Hcl (p(0),∆(0)) +
2λmin (B + R)

Z

Hcl (p(t),∆(t)) ≤Hcl (p(0),∆(0)) +

Thus the system is passive with input d, output y =
∇ p Hcl (p,∆) and storage function Hcl .
Note that the system is asymptotically stable with respect
to the equilibrium CS −T B1v0 but not string stable according
to Definition 1. From


1 1 . . . 1

. 
..
0 1
. .. 
−T

(24)
S =  .

 . . . . .
.
. 1
 .

0 ... 0 1
∗

−T

∆∗i

PN

and ∆ = CS B1v0 we see that
= ci k=i bk v0 . Thus, if a
positive lower bound on the drag and compliance coefficients
exist, i. e. mini bi > b > 0 and mini ci > c > 0, the steady
state value of ∆1 grows with N and therefore the system is
not string stable.
This effect could be avoided by choosing parameters bi and
ci that decrease sufficiently fast with i. However, choosing
decreasing ci implies that the parameters tend to zero at the
end of strings of increasing length N. This implies that such
a vehicle string is not scalable from a practical setting and
is therefore undesirable. Choosing decreasing bi also leads
to string instability as the minimal eigenvalue of B + R tends
to zero as N increases. Thus, there does not exist an upper
bound of the right hand side of (45).
IV. Integral Action
Before introducing integral action, we will prove the
following Lemma that will be used later in this section.
Lemma 2: For any N and any choice of B =
diag(b1 , . . . ,bN ) and R as in (15) for bi ,ri > 0 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, there exits a δ < ∞ such that

σmin (B + R) =λmin (B + R)




b1 + r1 + r2 − r2 ;






min
{b
+
r
+
r
−
r
−
r
}
;
≥ min 
1<i<N
i
i
i−1
i
i−1 






b +r −r
n

N

N

≥ min bi .
(28)
i


Hence, σmax (B + R)−1 ≤ (mini bi )−1 . Together with the fact
T T

that σ2max (A) ≥ y yAT yAy holds for any vector y , 0, setting
A = (B + R)−1 and y = r1~e1 yields


~eT1 r1 (B + R)−T (B + R)−1 r1~e1 ≤r12 σ2max (B + R)−1 ≤ r12 min b−2
i .
i

Finally note that

T 

~ei − (B + R)−1 r1~e1 ~ei − (B + R)−1 r1~e1 ≥ 0

(29)

yields

~eTi ~ei ~eT1 r1 (B + R)−T (B + R)−1 r1~e1
+
2
2
r12
1
≤ +
(30)
2 2 (mini bi )2

~eTi (B + R)−1 r1~e1 ≤

and therefore there exists an upper bound for each element
r2
of the vector, i. e. |~eTi (B + R)−1 B1| < δ = 1.5 + 2(min1 b )2 for
i i
all i. Note that the inequality is strict as the left side of (29)
is only zero if (B + R)−1 r1~e1 = ~ei , which would lead to
~eTi (B + R)−1 B1 =~eTi 1 − ~eTi (B + R)−1 r1~e1

=~eTi 1 − ~ei
=0.

(31)

Thus, ~eTi (B + R)−1 B1 is bounded.
Lemma 3: Consider the string system (10) with a reference signal with constant velocity v0 , with constant disturbances d in closed loop with a controller obtained by adding
the control in Lemma 1 and the dynamic controller
FIA =MKS T C −1 ∆ − (B + R)Kz3
T

−1

z˙3 = − S C ∆.

(32)
(33)

N×N

~eTi (B + R)−1 B1 < δ

(25)

for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}.
Proof: Note that
(B + R)−1 B = I − (B + R)−1 R.

(26)

Thus,
~eTi (B + R)−1 B1 ≤ ~eTi 1 − ~eTi (B + R)−1 R1
≤1 + ~eTi (B + R)−1 r1~e1 .

(27)

Using Geršgorin’s Theorem (see e. g. [13]) it is easy to show
that all eigenvalues of R lie in the range 0 ≤ λi (R) ≤. Hence,
R is a positive semidefinite matrix while B is a positive
definite matrix. Therefore, using again Geršgorin’s Theorem

where K ∈ R
is a diagonal positive matrix K =
diag(k1 , . . . ,kN ). Then
(i) the desired equilibrium point

(34)
(p∗ ,∆∗ ,z∗3 ) = M1v0 ,0,α

with α = K −1 (B + R)−1 d − B1v0 is globally asymptotically stable (despite the presence of constant unknown
disturbances),
(ii) the system is passive with input d, output y = ∇z1 Hz (z)
and storage function Hz , and
(iii) the system is string stable.
Proof: (i): We will use the following change of coordinates
z1 =p − M1v0 + MK(z3 − α),

(35)

z2 =∆

(36)

which implies

Thus, combining (16), (32) and (33) yields
ż1 = ṗ + MKż3

Hz2 (z(t)) ≤Hz2 (z(0)) +

=S TC −1 ∆ − RM −1 p + ~e1 r1 v0 − BM −1 p + d
+MKS TC −1 ∆ − (B + R)Kz3 − MKS TC −1 ∆
=S TC −1 ∆ − RM −1 p + ~e1 r1 v0 − BM −1 p + d
−(B + R)Kz3 + B1v0 − B1v0

= − (B + R)M −1 p − M1v0 + MK(z3 − α) + S TC −1 ∆
= − (B + R)M −1 z1 + S TC −1 z2

(37)

and (17) yields
ż2 =∆˙
= − S M −1 (p − M1v0 )
= − S M −1 (p − M1v0 + MK(z3 − α)) + S K(z3 − α)
−1

= − S M z1 + S K(z3 − α).

(38)

Thus, the closed loop dynamics have the port Hamiltonian
form
  

ż1  −(B + R) S T 0 

ż2  =  −S
0
S  ∇Hz (z)
(39)
  

T
ż3
0
−S
0

with the Hamiltonian function
1
1
1
Hz (z) = zT1 M −1 z1 + zT2 C −1 z2 + (z3 − α)T K(z3 − α). (40)
2
2
2
Using Hz (z) as Lyapunov function, and computing the time
derivative of Hz (z) yields


−(B + R) S T 0 


0
S  ∇Hz (z)
Ḣz (z) = ∇T Hcl  −S


0
−S T 0
= −∇Tz1 Hz (B + R)∇z1 Hz
≤0

(41)

since (B + R) = (B + R)T > 0. Since the biggest invariant
set included in S = {z|Ḣz (z) = 0} is (z∗1 ,z∗2 ,z∗3 ) = (0,0,α).
Thus, by LaSalle’s Invariance Principle (found in most
textbook, see e. g. [12, Theorem 4.4]) it can be shown that the
system is asymptotically stable and the equilibrium reached
is (z∗1 ,z∗2 ,z∗3 ). This implies that the equilibrium in the original

coordinates is (p∗ ,∆∗ ,z∗3 ) = M1v0 ,0,α .
(ii): When choosing the Hamiltonian function (40) but
setting
(42)
β = −K −1 (B + R)−1 B1v0 ,
the closed loop dynamics have the port Hamiltonian form
  

 
ż1  −(B + R) S T 0 
d
  

 
ż
−S
0
S
=
∇H
(z)
+
(43)
 2  

z2
0 .
ż3
0
−S T 0
0

1
kd(·)k2 .
2λmin (B + R)

(45)

Thus, the system is passive with input d, output y = ∇z1 Hz (z)
and storage function Hz .
(iii): Note that the equilibrium states p∗ and ∆∗ given
in (34) are bounded since the matrices M, C and B are
diagonal with positive bounded entries for any string length
N. Lemma 2 together with the fact that K is diagonal with
positive bounded entries ensures that z∗3 = α is also bounded
element wise independently of N.
With (28) equation (45) can be bounded by
Hz2 (z(t)) ≤(min(mi ))−1 |z1 (0)|2 + (min(ci ))−1 |z2 (0)|2
i

i

+ max ki |z3 − α|2 + (2 min(bi ))−1 kd(·)k2 .
i

i

(46)

Since the mass mi , the compliance ci , the drag coefficient bi
and the integral action control parameter ki for each vehicle
are positive the norm of the states z is bounded for all N
if |z(0)| and kd(·)k2 do not increase with N. Therefore, the
system is string stable according to Definition 1.
V. Nonlinear Control
One important advantage of modelling the bidirectional
string as a port-Hamiltonian system is that it is extendable to
nonlinear systems, i. e. strings with nonlinear control forces
due to nonlinear springs and dampers. As a proof of concept
we will shortly discuss a simple local control law with
arbitrary nonlinear spring forces (satisfying the condition
fis (∆i )∆i ≥ 0 and fis (∆i ) = 0 only for ∆i = 0).
Nonlinear springs yield some significant advantages over
linear spring models. For instance ... list some advantages
here
Assume the spring force between vehicle i − 1 and i is
given by the nonlinear function fis (∆i ) with fis (∆i )∆i ≥ 0 and
fis (∆i ) = 0 only for ∆i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,N. Thus,
F s = S T f s (∆)

(47)

where f s (∆) is the column vector with entries
f1s (∆1 ), . . . , fNs (∆N ).
Hence, the dynamics of a system with nonlinear spring
forces and linear dampers (without drag forces), i. e. F =
S T f s (∆) − RM −1 p + R1v0 , can be described by
" # "
#
" #
ṗ
−R S T
d
=
∇Hcl (p,∆) +
(48)
−S 0
0
∆˙

with
1 T −1
1
1 T −1
N Z ∆i
X
Hz2 (z1 ,z2 ,z3 ) = z1 M z1 + z2 C z2 + (z3 − β)T K (z3 − β) .
1
T −1
2
2
2
fis (w)dw.
Hcl (p,∆) = (p − M1v0 ) M (p − M1v0 ) +
2
0
i=1
Hence, following similar steps as in (22) this yields
(49)
∗ ∗
1
2
Therefore
the
equilibrium
(p
,∆
)
=
(M1v
,0)
is
asymptoti0
|d|
(44)
Ḣz2 (z1 ,z2 ,z3 ) ≤
2λmin (B + R)
cally stable.

with

4.4

Other possible future extensions of the results presented
here include the discussion of a more general class of
bidirectional vehicle strings, nonlinear strings (e. g. with
nonlinear springs and dampers) and discrete time systems.
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Fig. 1: Homogeneous string: maxt |z(t)|
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Fig. 2: Heterogeneous string: maxt |z(t)|

VI. Example
Ten homogeneous strings of length N = 10,20, . . . ,100
with local control and integral action control have been
simulated. Random nonzero initial conditions for p and δ
normalised such that |p(0) − M1v0 | + |∆(0)| = 1 haven
been used. Also, an exponentially decaying disturbance onto
the first vehicle in the string has been chosen such that
kd(·)k2 = 1.
First a homogeneous string with the following parameters
has been simulated: mi = 1, ci = 1, bi = 0.1, r1 = 20 and
Ki = 100 for all i = 1,2, . . . ,N. The maximum point wise
norm of z(t) for N = 10,20, . . . ,100 is shown in Figure 1.
In the second simulation a heterogeneous string with
randomised parameters in the following range has been
chosen: mi ∈ [1,2], ci ∈ [1,2], bi ∈ [0.1,0.2], r1 ∈ [20,21].
The maximum point wise norm of z(t) for N = 10,20, . . . ,100
is shown in Figure 2.
VII. Conclusions
It is shown how heterogeneous bidirectional vehicle strings
can be described using physically meaningful Hamiltonian
functions. This enables a simple and straight forward proof
of asymptotical stability and string stability (scalability with
respect to the string length N) of the resulting system.
As it has been shown in [4] that the commonly strict
form of string stability (requiring the L2 of all states to be
bounded for any L2 bounded disturbance) cannot be achieved
for symmetric homogeneous bidirectional strings with tight
spacing and two poles in the open loop of each vehicle in the
string, the definition of string stability used here only requires
the point wise (in time) norm of the states to be bounded for
L2 bounded disturbances. However, it might be possible to
show string stability for some classes of bidirectional strings
using the framework introduced here in the future.
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